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Summary

The Caruth Police Institute at Dallas (CPI) created a partnership between the Dallas Police Department (DPD) and two local universities—the University of North Texas at Dallas and the University of Texas at Dallas. The purpose of the partnership was to provide high-quality staff development courses for the DPD and to bring to bear resources from academia and the local business community to solve complex policing problems.

This evaluation was commissioned by the Communities Foundation of Texas to examine the four-year history of the Institute and make recommendations to enhance its effectiveness and sustainability. Using interviews with key informants inside and outside the DPD, formal assessments of the impact of CPI courses, and DPD records, the evaluation assesses the progress that CPI has made and the approach that it is taking to staff development and providing research to assist DPD in solving complex problems. In addition, the evaluation examines and comments on the Institute’s plans for long-term sustainability.

The evaluation finds that CPI has been an important vehicle for enhancing leadership skills of mid- and high-level DPD officers and creating a more professional police force. CPI courses not only have taught leadership and critical thinking skills but have also acted to forge bonds between course participants—bonds that participants draw on when they go back to their regular duties. Through its courses, CPI has prepared Dallas managers for continuing to move the department forward and to be better equipped to take advantage of the technological and strategic innovations that the department is implementing.

Through its guidance of the DPD strategic planning process, CPI is also contributing directly to the safety of Dallas citizens. The DPD’s strategic planning process encompasses goals that promise to have substantial payoffs for public safety, including continued enhancements in technology, improvements in the investigative process, and engagement of the community through DPD’s innovative community policing program and expanded use of social media. CPI acts as a facilitator of the strategic planning process and provides information needed to develop objectives and to implement new programs in social media and other areas.

Questions remain, however, about whether CPI will achieve the potential envisioned by its planners. Failure to hire a research director has severely limited the research and problem-solving capacity of the Institute. Moreover, the potential of CPI as a regional training center and as a vehicle for promoting the national reputation of the Dallas Police Department remains unrealized.